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About This Game

Have you ever had an idea which could change your life and fulfill your dreams and passions?

Viaerium is a short, soothing story about you, embarking on a radiant journey to achieve your life's ambitions. Step onto this
incandescent path - serenity will guide your way.

Tranquility:  With outstanding songs by Philipp Weigl and Kai Engel to accompany you through the landscapes of
Viaerium.

Vision: Look at your life goals from a new perspective.

3D Platforming: Calm journey unfolds with a relaxing third-person movement.

Simplicity: Simple controls fit for everyone.

No Violence: Take it at your own pace and rules.

Those who are lost must seek Wisdom. Those who seek Wisdom must seek the Council.
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Title: Viaerium
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Fireballed Studio
Publisher:
Fireballed Studio
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2017
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This game is so calming, so chill. I will most likely play this game multiple times. I hope that they make more games like this. I
found this game through 9gag, will never regret it. Such a beautiful game.. This game isn't bad, but it's not great either. It's about
30min long (unless you go back and replay for achievements), and pretty much impossible to fail. The gameplay consists mostly
of wandering along retrieving fortune cookies and hitting switches until you advance to the next zone. It's different, it's chill, but
it's not amazing.

One really frustrating aspect to me is that it allows you to use a controller for navigation, but not for camera control or
jumping... so... what's the point?

What this game has going for it:

* relaxed pace, chill music\/visuals
* unusual concept
* low price point

What's holding it back:

* lacks controller support
* fortune cookies are more annoying than thought provoking
* very short
* graphics are at best mediocre
. Wonderfully soothing world. Fun challange yet not rage inducing. Highly recommend as something different.. This game is so
calming, so chill. I will most likely play this game multiple times. I hope that they make more games like this. I found this game
through 9gag, will never regret it. Such a beautiful game.. Viaerium is truly a unique game...

There's no losing unless you give up~

No possible way to fail unless you stopped playing this game.

Those stuff aside, the game itself is quite luckluster, to say the least. It's graphics are minimalistic, yet pleasantly arranged
artistically, making up for the very few assets it uses.

The game is very short, being able to be finished in under 30 minutes if you go along a normal pace transversing each level.
Each level contains red orbs or the "orbs of wisdom" where picking one up causes inspiring quotes to flash on the screen. It is
not mandatory to pick them all up to finish the game itself. As you complete each level, you approach closer to this so-called
"Council", which are those gold cubes you bump into every time to complete a level.

To be honest, it would be unfair to judge the quality of this game based solely on my review. Some people like the well
composed levels and short, inspiring story it delivers, others don't. I personally liked it, and I'd definitely say it's worth checking
it out if you have a spare dollar or two to spend.

. Short platformer that is easy to 100%. Would definitely play additional levels and increased difficulty if it was released.
Otherwise, not bad for 50% off.. This game isn't bad, but it's not great either. It's about 30min long (unless you go back and
replay for achievements), and pretty much impossible to fail. The gameplay consists mostly of wandering along retrieving
fortune cookies and hitting switches until you advance to the next zone. It's different, it's chill, but it's not amazing.

One really frustrating aspect to me is that it allows you to use a controller for navigation, but not for camera control or
jumping... so... what's the point?

What this game has going for it:
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* relaxed pace, chill music\/visuals
* unusual concept
* low price point

What's holding it back:

* lacks controller support
* fortune cookies are more annoying than thought provoking
* very short
* graphics are at best mediocre
. Basically a walking simulator with a bunch of random quotes thrown.
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While not a exactly "game" per se, it's still a really good whatever-this-is.

Basically, you play as an ordinary rectangle on a journey become a spiritual rectangle. On the way to rectangle-enlightenment
you have to dodge blue things, press down on several squares (as enlightenment is only for the rectangles!) and collect red
motivational fortune cookies floating around the place. You even have to go swimming in the Sea of something-something
Spirituality. And when I say swim, I mean more like jump on the water as the rectangle Jesus you gradually become by taking in
all the floating fortune cookie advice.

Yeah.. Well, I know this all sounds really, really daft, but it's actually surprisingly good. What really makes this game (sure, why
not..) is the atmosphere it creates. The music is nothing short of incredible, and it far exceeded what I'd expect from a weird $3
indie game. The incredibly well-produced music in combination with the lighting (yeah, belive it or not) makes this game a neat
experience. And while the inspirational advice from the motivational fortune cookies can be kinda cheesy from time to time,
the games overall feel and atmosphere makes this barely noticable.

So, concidering that this game costs next to nothing, it's easily worth the money, even if this is not your typical kind of game.
And do yourself a favor: play the game with headphones (good ones) to really experience the music. That's by far the best part.

10\/10 - would rectangle again!. Noticed a couple of spelling mistakes here and there in-game, but hey, nothing too major.
Other than that and the fact there wasn't really a proper ending cutscene\/credits (bothers me, but not too much; still respect you
for what you did overall!), freaking BEATIFUL game! Very inspiring and relaxing! Rate it highly! If anyone's looking for a
good game to chill in for a while, then THIS is for you! :3. Viaerium is truly a unique game...

There's no losing unless you give up~

No possible way to fail unless you stopped playing this game.

Those stuff aside, the game itself is quite luckluster, to say the least. It's graphics are minimalistic, yet pleasantly arranged
artistically, making up for the very few assets it uses.

The game is very short, being able to be finished in under 30 minutes if you go along a normal pace transversing each level.
Each level contains red orbs or the "orbs of wisdom" where picking one up causes inspiring quotes to flash on the screen. It is
not mandatory to pick them all up to finish the game itself. As you complete each level, you approach closer to this so-called
"Council", which are those gold cubes you bump into every time to complete a level.

To be honest, it would be unfair to judge the quality of this game based solely on my review. Some people like the well
composed levels and short, inspiring story it delivers, others don't. I personally liked it, and I'd definitely say it's worth checking
it out if you have a spare dollar or two to spend.

. While not a exactly "game" per se, it's still a really good whatever-this-is.

Basically, you play as an ordinary rectangle on a journey become a spiritual rectangle. On the way to rectangle-enlightenment
you have to dodge blue things, press down on several squares (as enlightenment is only for the rectangles!) and collect red
motivational fortune cookies floating around the place. You even have to go swimming in the Sea of something-something
Spirituality. And when I say swim, I mean more like jump on the water as the rectangle Jesus you gradually become by taking in
all the floating fortune cookie advice.

Yeah.. Well, I know this all sounds really, really daft, but it's actually surprisingly good. What really makes this game (sure, why
not..) is the atmosphere it creates. The music is nothing short of incredible, and it far exceeded what I'd expect from a weird $3
indie game. The incredibly well-produced music in combination with the lighting (yeah, belive it or not) makes this game a neat
experience. And while the inspirational advice from the motivational fortune cookies can be kinda cheesy from time to time,
the games overall feel and atmosphere makes this barely noticable.

So, concidering that this game costs next to nothing, it's easily worth the money, even if this is not your typical kind of game.
And do yourself a favor: play the game with headphones (good ones) to really experience the music. That's by far the best part.
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10\/10 - would rectangle again!. Basically a walking simulator with a bunch of random quotes thrown.. a gameplay for you 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/V85PcX_-fps , fun game to play with not very lenghty smooth and with good enough music in the backround
3d platform sothnig different but recomended. Noticed a couple of spelling mistakes here and there in-game, but hey, nothing
too major. Other than that and the fact there wasn't really a proper ending cutscene\/credits (bothers me, but not too much; still
respect you for what you did overall!), freaking BEATIFUL game! Very inspiring and relaxing! Rate it highly! If anyone's
looking for a good game to chill in for a while, then THIS is for you! :3. Such a beautiful game.

The music is incredily soothing and the visual style is simple, yet marvelous. You can let yourself be absorbed by this games
atmosphere, while also having something to think about.
Highly recommended!. a gameplay for you https:\/\/youtu.be\/V85PcX_-fps , fun game to play with not very lenghty smooth
and with good enough music in the backround 3d platform sothnig different but recomended. Wonderfully soothing world. Fun
challange yet not rage inducing. Highly recommend as something different.
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